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Abstract. In this article we introduce and study the concepts of uncountably

generated Krull dimension and uncountably generated Noetherian dimension

of an R-module, where R is an arbitrary associative ring. These dimensions

are ordinal numbers and extend the notion of Krull dimension and Noetherian

dimension. They respectively rely on the behavior of descending and ascending

chains of uncountably generated submodules. It is proved that a quotient fi-

nite dimensional module M has uncountably generated Krull dimension if and

only if it has Krull dimension, but the values of these dimensions might differ.

Similarly, a quotient finite dimensional module M has uncountably generated

Noetherian dimension if and only if it has Noetherian dimension. We also

show that the Noetherian dimension of a quotient finite dimensional module

M with uncountably generated Noetherian dimension β is less than or equal

to ω1 + β, where ω1 is the first uncountable ordinal number.
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1. Introduction

Throughout this paper let R be an arbitrary associative ring. Unless stated

otherwise, R-modules are always understood to be right R-modules. Lemonnier

[19] has introduced the concepts of deviation and codeviation of an arbitrary poset.

In particular, if we apply these two concepts to the lattice of all submodules of an

R-module M we obtain the concepts of Krull dimension (in the sense of Rentschler

and Gabriel) and dual Krull dimension of M , respectively, see [12,18,21,22] and

[1,2,3,4,13,14,15,17]. The dual Krull dimension of M in the latter references is

called Noetherian dimension of M . The Noetherian dimension of an R-module

M is denoted by n-dimM and by k-dimM we denote the Krull dimension of M .

The above two dimensions and some other Krull type (respectively, Noetherian
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type) dimensions for the poset of certain submodules of an R-module M have been

studied by many authors who obtained some useful results in the literature, see

[1,5,6,7]. The concept of α-short modules is introduced in [9]. We recall that an R-

module M is called α-short, if for each submodule N of M , either n-dimN ≤ α or

n-dim M
N ≤ α and α is the least ordinal number with this property. We recall that

the Goldie dimension of an R-module M , denoted by G-dimM is the supremum

λ of the cardinals k such that M contains a direct sum of k nonzero submodules,

Given a cardinal number k, we say k is attained in M if M contains a direct sum

of k nonzero submodules, see [10]. An R-module M is called countably generated

if there exists a countable subset A of M such that < A >= M ; otherwise M

is uncountably generated. The author [8] extensively studied modules with chain

condition on uncountably generated submodules.

In this paper we introduce and study the concepts of uncountably generated Krull

dimension and uncountably generated Noetherian dimension of an R-module M ,

denoted by uck-dimM and ucn-dimM respectively. These dimensions are ordinal

numbers and reflect the behavior of descending and ascending chains of uncountably

generated submodules. Our main aim of studying these dimensions is to compare

them with Krull dimension and Noetherian dimension of modules.

In Section 2 of this paper we investigate some basic properties of uncountably

generated Krull dimension. In essence, this dimension measures the deviation of

the poset of the uncountably generated submodules of M from being Artinian. We

briefly study this dimension and trivially observe that if M has Krull dimension

then uck-dimM ≤ k-dimM . We also observe that some basic facts for modules with

this dimension are similar to the basic properties of modules with Krull dimension.

We show that if an R-module M has uncountably generated Krull dimension, then

the Goldie dimension of M is less than or equal to c, where c is the first uncountable

cardinal number. We also observe that if G-dimM = c, then c is not attained in

M .

Section 3 is devoted to the study of the concept of uncountably generated Noe-

therian dimension, which is the dual of the concept of uncountably generated Krull

dimension. It is proved that a quotient finite dimensional R-moduleM has uncount-

ably generated Noetherian dimension if and only if it has Noetherian dimension.

We show that if M is a quotient finite dimensional R-module and ucn-dimM = β,

then M has Noetherian dimension and n-dimM ≤ β + ω1, where ω1 is the first

uncountable ordinal number. We also observe that a quotient finite dimensional

R-module M has uncountably generated Krull dimension if and only if it has Krull
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dimension, but the values of these dimensions might differ. We recall that if an

R-module M has Noetherian dimension and α is an ordinal number, then M is

called α-atomic if n-dimM = α and n-dimN < α, for all proper submodules N of

M . An R-module M is called atomic if it is α-atomic for some ordinal α (note,

atomic modules are also called conotable, dual critical and N-critical in some other

articles; see for example [2], [4] and [20]).

The notation N ⊆ M (resp. N ⊂ M) means that N is a submodule (resp. proper

submodule) ofM . For all concepts and basic properties of rings and modules, which

are not defined in this paper, we refer the reader to [12], [15], [20], and [21].

We should remind the reader that by a quotient finite dimensional module M ,

we mean for each submodule N of M , M
N has finite Goldie dimension.

Let us close this introduction with the following well-known and important result,

see [20, Theorem 2.4] and [1, Proposition 2.2].

Proposition 1.1. The following statements are equivalent for any R-module M

and any ordinal α ≥ 0:

(1) n-dimM ≤ α;

(2) M is quotient finite dimensional and for any chain of submodules N ⊂ P ⊆
M , there exists an R-module X with N ⊆ X ⊂ P and n-dim P

X ≤ α.

2. Uncountably generated Krull dimension

In this section we introduce and study the concept of uncountably generated

Krull dimension of an R-module M , which is a Krull-like dimension extension of

the concept of descending chain condition on uncountably generated submodules

of M . In other word, it is the deviation of the poset of the uncountably generated

submodules of M .

Next, we give our definition of uncountably generated Krull dimension.

Definition 2.1. Let M be an R-module. The uncountably generated Krull di-

mension of M (briefly, uc-Krull dimension), denoted by uck-dimM is defined by

transfinite recursion as follows: If M does not have any uncountably generated

submodule, then uck-dimM = −1. If α is an ordinal number and uck-dimM ̸< α,

then uck-dimM = α provided that there is no infinite descending chainM0 ⊇ M1 ⊇
M2 ⊇ · · · of uncountably generated submodules of M such that uck-dim Mi

Mi+1
̸< α

for each i ≥ 1. In otherwise uck-dimM = α, if uck-dim ̸< α and for each infi-

nite descending chain of uncountably generated submodules of M such as M0 ⊇
M1 ⊇ M2 ⊇ · · · there exists an integer t, such that for each i ≥ t, we have
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uck-dim Mi

Mi+1
< α. A ring R has uncountably generated Krull dimension, if as an

R-module has uncountably generated Krull dimension. It is possible that there

is no ordinal α such that uck-dimM = α, in this case we say M does not have

uncountably generated Krull dimension.

If uck-dimM > α, there exists an infinite descending chain M0 ⊇ M1 ⊇ M2 ⊇
· · · of uncountably generated submodules of M such that uck-dim Mi

Mi+1
≥ α, for all

i.

Clearly uck-dimM ≤ 0 if and only if M satisfies the descending chain condition

on its uncountably generated submodules, see [8].

The following evident lemma is needed.

Lemma 2.2. Let an R-module M have Krull dimension. Then M has uc-Krull

dimension and uck-dimM ≤ k-dimM .

Let M be an R-module. In [16], it is shown that every submodule of modules

with countable Noetherian dimension is countably generated. Hence, if M has

countable Noetherian dimension or is ω1-atomic, then uck-dimM ≤ 0. There are

Noetherian V -domains (called Cozzen’s domains) which are neither left nor right

Artinian, see [11, Theorem 7.45]. This shows that the values of Krull dimension

and uc-Krull dimension for an R-module might differ.

Lemma 2.3. Let the R-module M have uc-Krull dimension. Then, for each sub-

module A of M , A has uc-Krull dimension and uck-dimA ≤ uck-dimM .

Proof. It is clear that every chain of uncountably generated submodules of A is a

chain of uncountably generated submodules of M and we are done. □

Theorem 2.4. Let the R-module M have uc-Krull dimension. Then, for each

submodule A of M , M
A has uc-Krull dimension and uck-dim M

A ≤ uck-dimM .

Proof. Let uck-dimM = α and let M1

A ⊇ M2

A ⊇ · · · be a chain of uncountably gen-

erated submodules of M
A . It is clear that M1 ⊇ M2 ⊇ · · · is a chain of uncountably

generated submodules of M . Hence there exists an integer number t such that for

each i ≥ t we get uck-dim Mi/A
Mi+1/A

= uck-dim Mi

Mi+1
< α. Thus uck-dim M

A exists and

it is less than or equal to α. □

In view of previous theorem and Lemma 2.3 we have the following result.

Corollary 2.5. Let the R-module M have uc-Krull dimension. If A is a submodule

of M , then

sup{uck-dimA, uck-dim
M

A
} ≤ uck-dimM.
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For any R-module M we shall denote by UC(M) the poset of all uncountably

generated submodules of M .

Lemma 2.6. Assume that each A ∈ UC(M)\{M} has uc-Krull dimension. Then

M has uc-Krull dimension and uck-dimM = sup{uck-dimA : A ∈ UC(M)\{M}}.

Proof. Put sup{uck-dimA : A ∈ UC(M) \ {M}} = α. Let M1 ⊇ M2 ⊇ · · · be any
chain of uncountably generated submodules of M , hence there exists an integer

number t such that for each i ≥ t, we have uck-dim Mi

Mi+1
< uck-dimM1 ≤ α.

This implies that M has uc-Krull dimension and uck-dimM ≤ α. Now, in view of

Lemma 2.3, we infer that uck-dimM = α. □

Lemma 2.7. Assume that M
A has uc-Krull dimension for all A ∈ UC(M). Then

M has uc-Krull dimension and

uck-dimM ≤ sup{uck-dim (
M

A
) + 1 : A ∈ UC(M)}.

Proof. Let M1 ⊇ M2 ⊇ · · · be an infinite chain of uncountably generated sub-

modules of M . In view of Lemma 2.3, we infer that Mi

Mi+1
⊆ M

Mi+1
has uc-

Krull dimension and uck-dim Mi

Mi+1
≤ uck-dim M

Mi+1
< uck-dim M

Mi+1
+ 1. Hence

uck-dimM ≤ sup{uck-dim (MA ) + 1 : A ∈ UC(M)} and we are done. □

Lemma 2.8. Assume that for each A ∈ UC(M) either A or M
A has uc-Krull

dimension. Then, M has uc-Krull dimension, too.

Proof. If there exists some i such that Mi has uc-Krull dimension, then each Mk

Mk+1

has uc-Krull dimension for k ≥ i. Otherwise M
Mi

has uc-Krull dimension for each i.

Thus there exists some integer k such that in any case Mi

Mi+1
has uc-Krull dimension

for each i ≥ k. Consequently, M has uc-Krull dimension. □

The following proposition shows that there exists an R-module M which does

not have uc-Krull dimension.

Proposition 2.9. Let the R-module M have uc-Krull dimension. Then G-dimM ≤
c, where c the first uncountable cardinal number; moreover if G-dimM = c, then c

is not attained in M .

Proof. The proof is by induction on uck-dimM . If uck-dimM ≤ 0, thenM satisfies

the descending chain condition on uncountably generated submodules, hence by [8,

Lemma 4.6], we get G-dimM ≤ c and in this case if G-dimM = c, then c is not

attained in M . Now let α be an ordinal number and let uck-dimM = α. Let R be

the set of real numbers. We know that card(R) = c. We assume that ⊕i∈RMi ⊆ M ,
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with card(R) = c and Mi ̸= 0 for all i ∈ R and seek a contradiction. Let I0 = R,
and I1 = R − (0, 1), I2 = R − (0, 2) and In = R − (0, n), where n is an integer

number. Put Ni = ⊕k∈InMk for all i ≥ 0. Thus we have the following chain

N0 ⊃ N1 ⊃ N2 ⊃ · · ·

of uncountably generated submodules of M . Inasmuch as uck-dimM = α, we infer

that there exists an integer k, such that for each i ≥ k, uck-dim Ni

Ni+1
< α. But it is

clear that G-dim Ni

Ni+1
≥ c for each i; moreover if G-dim Ni

Ni+1
= c, then c is attained

in Ni

Ni+1
. Hence by induction hypothesis Ni

Ni+1
does not have uc-Krull dimension for

each i, which is a contradiction. □

In view of the previous proposition and Theorem 2.4, the following corollary is

now evident.

Corollary 2.10. Let the R-module M have uc-Krull dimension. Then for each

submodule N of M , we get G-dim M
N ≤ c; moreover if G-dim M

N = c, then c is not

attained in M
N .

We recall that an R-module M is called α-critical if k-dimM = α and k-dim M
N <

α, for each nonzero submodule N of M . M is called critical if it is α-critical for

some ordinal number α. In the following definition we consider a related concept.

Definition 2.11. Let M be an R-module. We say that M is α-uc-critical, if

uck-dimM = α and for each uncountably generated submodule N of M we have

uck-dim M
N < α. M is called uc-critical if it is α-uc-critical for some ordinal number

α.

The proof of the following result is similar to [12, Theorem 2.1], and thus is

omitted.

Lemma 2.12. Let M be a nonzero module with uc-Krull dimension. Then M has

a uc-critical submodule.

Finally, we conclude this section with the following result.

Theorem 2.13. Let the R-module M satisfy the ascending chain condition on

uncountably generated submodules. If uck-dimM = α, then for each β ≤ α, there

exists a submodule N of M such that M
N is a β-uc-critical module.

Proof. Fix an ordinal β ≤ α and put

F = {N ∈ UC(M) : uck-dim
M

N
≥ β}.
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If F = ∅, then M is α-uc-critical. Otherwise, since M satisfies the ascending chain

condition on uncountably generated submodules and in view of [8, Lemma 3.4], we

infer that F has a maximal element, N say. It suffices to show that uck-dim M
N = β.

If uck-dim M
N > β, then there exists a chain

N1

N
⊇ N2

N
⊇ · · ·

of uncountably generated submodules of M
N such that for each i, uck-dim Ni

Ni+1
≥ β

and this is a contradiction. Note that N is a maximal element of F ; thus for each

i, uck-dim Ni

Ni+1
≤ uck-dim M

Ni+1
< β. □

3. Uncountably generated Noetherian dimension

In this section we introduce and study the concept of uncountably generated

Noetherian dimension, which is the dual of the concept of uncountably generated

Krull dimension. In fact this dimension is a Krull-like dimension extension of

the concept of ascending chain condition on uncountably generated submodules

of M . In other word, it is the codeviation of the poset of uncountably generated

submodules of M .

Next, we give our definition of uncountably generated Noetherian dimension.

Definition 3.1. Let M be an R-module. The uncountably generated Noether-

ian dimension of M (briefly, uc-Noetherian dimension), denoted by ucn-dimM

is defined by transfinite recursion as follows: If M does not have any uncount-

ably generated submodule, then ucn-dimM = −1. If α is an ordinal number and

uck-dimM ̸< α, then uck-dimM = α provided that there is no infinite ascending

chain M0 ⊆ M1 ⊆ M2 ⊆ · · · of uncountably generated submodules of M such that

ucn-dim Mi

Mi+1
̸< α for each i ≥ 1. In otherwise ucn-dimM = α, if ucn-dim ̸< α and

for each infinite ascending chain of uncountably generated submodules of M such

as M0 ⊆ M1 ⊆ M2 ⊆ · · · there exists an integer t, such that for each i ≥ t, we have

ucn-dim Mi+1

Mi
< α. A ring R has uncountably generated Noetherian dimension, if

as an R-module has uncountably generated Noetherian dimension. It is possible

that there is no ordinal α such that ucn-dimM = α, in this case we say M does

not have uncountably generated Noetherian dimension.

If ucn-dimM > α, there exists an infinite ascending chain M0 ⊆ M1 ⊆ M2 ⊆ · · ·
of uncountably generated submodules of M such that ucn-dim Mi+1

Mi
≥ α, for all i.

In [16], it is shown that every submodule of modules with countable Noetherian

dimension is countably generated. Hence, if M has countable Noetherian dimension

or ω1-atomic, then ucn-dimM ≤ 0.
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The following evident remarks are needed.

Remark 3.2. Let an R-module M have Noetherian dimension. Then M has uc-

Noetherian dimension and ucn-dimM ≤ n-dimM .

Remark 3.3. Let M be a nonzero R-module, then ucn-dimM ≤ 0 if and only if

M satisfies the ascending chain condition on uncountably generated submodules.

The proof of the following six results are similar to the proof of its dual results

in Section 2, and hence they are omitted.

Lemma 3.4. Let the R-module M have uc-Noetherian dimension. Then, each

submodule A of M has uc-Noetherian dimension and ucn-dimA ≤ ucn-dimM .

Lemma 3.5. Let the R-module M have uc-Noetherian dimension. Then, for each

submodule A of M , M
A has uc-Noetherian dimension and ucn-dim M

A ≤ ucn-dimM .

Corollary 3.6. Let the R-module M have uc-Noetherian dimension. If N is a

submodule of M , then

sup{ucn-dimN, ucn-dim
M

N
} ≤ ucn-dimM.

Lemma 3.7. Assume that each A ∈ UC(M)\{M} has uc-Noetherian dimension.

Then M has uc-Noetherian dimension and

ucn-dimM ≤ sup{ucn-dimA|A ∈ UC(M)\{M}}+ 1.

Lemma 3.8. Assume that M
A has uc-Noetherian dimension for all A ∈ UC(M).

Then, M has uc-Noetherian dimension and

ucn-dimM ≤ sup{ucn-dim (
M

A
) : A ∈ UC(M)}+ 1.

Lemma 3.9. Assume that for each A ∈ UC(M) either A or M
A has uc-Noetherian

dimension. Then M also has uc-Noetherian dimension.

In view of Corollary 2.10, and the previous comment, we have the following

result.

Corollary 3.10. Let M be a module with uc-Noetherian dimension. If N is a

submodule of M , then G-dim M
N ≤ c; moreover if G-dim M

N = c, then c is not

attained in M
N .

Next, we present our main result of this section, which gives an upper bound

for the value of Noetherian dimension of a quotient finite dimensional R-module M

with uc-Noetherian dimension.
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Theorem 3.11. Let M be a quotient finite dimensional R-module with ucn-dimM =

β, then M has Noetherian dimension and n-dimM ≤ ω1 + β.

Proof. Let N be a proper submodule of M . Put M
N = Q, by Lemma 3.5, we infer

that ucn-dimQ ≤ β. In view of Proposition 1.1, it is sufficient to show that Q has

a nonzero factor module with Noetherian dimension less than or equal to ω1 + β.

We proceed by induction on β. For β = 0, by [8, Proposition 3.10], n-dimQ ≤ ω1

and we are done. Now, let us assume that ucn-dimQ = β. Suppose that for

each proper uncountably generated submodule N of Q, ucn-dimN < β, hence by

induction hypothesis n-dimN < ω1+β. Now let P be a proper countably generated

submodule of Q. If there exists a proper uncountably generated submodule N of

Q such that P ⊂ N , then by our assumption n-dimP < ω1 + β. Otherwise

ucn-dim O
P = 0 and in view of [8, Proposition 3.10] we have n-dim Q

P ≤ ω1 and

therefore n-dim Q
P < ω1 + β. It follows that for each proper submodule K of Q,

either n-dimK < ω1 + β or n-dim Q
K < ω1 + β, i.e., Q is γ-short module for some

γ < ω1 + β. This immediately implies that n-dimQ ≤ ω1 + β, see [9, Proposition

1.12]. Now, assume that there is a proper uncountably generated submodule N1

of Q such that ucn-dimN1 = β. If ucn-dim N
N1

< β for each proper uncountably

generated submodule N
N1

of Q
N1

, then by the argument just given n-dim Q
N1

≤ ω1+β

and we are done. Otherwise there exists a proper uncountably generated submodule
N2

N1
of Q

N1
such that ucn-dim N2

N1
= β. By continuing with this method, we either

find a proper submodule N of Q such that n-dim Q
N ≤ ω1+β, or else we get a chain

N1 ⊂ N2 ⊂ N3 ⊂ · · ·

of uncountably generated submodules of Q such that ucn-dim Ni+1

Ni
= β for each i.

But this is a contradiction. □

Lemonnier [19], has interestingly shown that any poset E has codeviation if

and only if it has deviation. Consequently for an R-module M , uck-dimM (resp.

k-dimM) exists if and only if ucn-dimM (resp. n-dimM) exists. Now, in view of

Theorem 3.11 and the comment which follows Lemma 2.2, the following proposition

is evident.

Proposition 3.12. Let M be a quotient finite dimensional R-module. Then M

has Krull dimension if and only if it has uncountably generated Krull dimension,

but the values of these dimensions might differ.
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